1. Statement of the theorem. The aim of the present note is to investigate possible generalizations of the well-known fact that if a is a nonidentity element of a finitely-generated nilpotent group G, there exists an epimorphism <j> of G onto a finite group such that aa^T^l. The generalization that we consider is the following. Let G be a finitely-generated nilpotent group, and let w(xi, Theorem. Let G be a finitely-generated nilpotent group and let a, b be elements of G which are not confútate in G. Then there is an epimorphism <j> of G onto a finite group H such that axp, b<j> are not conjugate in H.
To construct the counterexample referred to above we use the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let f(h, h, ■ • • , t") be a polynomial with integer coefficients in n variables h, h, ■ ■ ■ , /". Then there exists a finitely-generated torsion-free nilpotent group G, a word w(xi, %$, In the proof of this we mean by the degree of the monomial t"Hf ■ ■ • C the integer mi+m2+ ■ ■ ■ +m". Let r be the greatest degree of the monomials occurring in / with nonzero coefficients. Let G be the split extension of a free Abelian group with basis u0, «i, • • • , wr by the automorphism v which carries «¿ into «¿Mj_i (i = 1, 2, • • -, r) and «o into itself: 2. Lemmas. To prove the theorem we need two lemmas. For any group G and any positive integer m we denote by Gm the group generated by all with powers of elements of G.
Lemma 2. For each prime p and for each positive integer c there exists an integer dP(c) such that if G is a nilpotent group of class at most c, every element of Gpn (for any n^dp(c)) is a p^^'Hh power.1 Let dp(c) = (c + \)v-p-p*-p-\ where p" is the highest power of p which does not exceed c. Thus for c>\, dP(c) = dp(c -1) + v.
The lemma is proved by induction on c and is trivial for c= 1. Now let Xi, Xi, • • • , xT be elements of a nilpotent group G of class c > 1. By a formula of P. Hall [l, Theorem 6.3], we have for n^dp(c),
where y, lies in the jth term of the lower central series of G. Now the binomial coefficient where (u, p) = 1, is divisible by pn~l. Also either yptu = 1 or plu^c and / íí v, since the class of G is c. Hence Hence by the inductive hypothesis this element is a pn-*-<h<-°-Uth power, as required.
Lemma 3. Let a be an element of a finitely-generated torsion-free nilpotent group G and let H be the centraliser of a in G. Let p be a prime. Then there exists an integer e = e(G) such that if n^e, the centraliser of aGp" in G/G"n is contained in HG^'/G"".
It is a simple consequence of [l, Lemma 1.9 and Lemma 4.7, Corollary] that G possesses a series of normal subgroups 1 = Z0 < Zx < ■ ■ ■ < ZT = G, such that G/Zi is torsion-free and Z.+i/Z,-is an infinite cyclic subgroup of the centre of G/Zi. We prove Lemma 3 by induction on r. The lemma is trivial if 77=G (taking e = 0). Otherwise r>\. Let Hi/Zi be the centraliser of aZ\ in G/Z\. By the inductive hypothesis there exists an integer e' = e(G/Zi) such that if nSïe' the centraliser of aG^Zx in G/G"nZi is contained in HSP<"' /GpKZx.
If ¡cG77i, then [a, x]EZi and Z\ is contained in the centre of G.
Hence if x, ?G77i,
The mapping x->[a, x] is thus a homomorphism of 77i into Zi with kernel 77. If z is an element which generates Z\, the image of this homomorphism is generated by zk for some integer k, and if x is an element of 77i such that [a, x]-zk, then 77x is generated by x and 77. If A = 0, we take e = e'. For in this case 77i = 77, so for » = e the cen-
If A 5^0, let £* be the highest power of £ which divides A and put e = e(G) =e'+K+dp(c), where c is the class of G and dp(c) is defined as in Lemma 2. Suppose that »=e and But [a, xl] =zkl. Hence by Lemma 2, for some uEG. Since G/Zi is torsion-free, it follows that «GZi, and hence that kl is divisible by pn~'+'. Thus / is divisible by pn~e, so that bEHGp"~'.
3. Proof of the theorem. We prove the theorem in the case when G is torsion-free by induction on the same integer r as was used in the proof of Lemma 3. Thus if G> 1 and Z= {z} is a cyclic subgroup of the centre of G such that G/Z is torsion-free, we suppose that the theorem is true in G/Z. Let a, b be nonconjugate elements of G. If aZ, bZ remain nonconjugate in G/Z, the result follows at once from the inductive hypothesis. Otherwise b is conjugate to an element of the form azk, for some integer A. However a and azk are not conjugate in G.
Let H/Z be the centraliser of aZ in G/Z. As in Lemma 3, the mapping u->[a, m] is a homomorphism of H into Z, and the image is of the form \zl\ for some integer l^zO. Now / does not divide k, for otherwise z* = [a, u] for some wGXf and au = azk, which is not the case. Hence there exists a prime power pm which divides / but does not divide k. Let e = e(G/Z) be defined as in Lemma 3, and put n = m+e +dp(c), where c is the class of G and dp(c) is defined as in Lemma 2. By [l, Lemma 4.4, Corollary], G/Gp" is a finite homomorphic image of G. If aGp", bGp" are conjugate, then aGp", azkGp" are conjugate. Suppose then that ax = azk (mod Gp"). Then x lies in the centraliser of aZGp" and so, by Lemma 3, ¡eG/iO"". Thus x(E.tGpn~' for some tÇiH and a'=azk (mod Gp"~'). But from the definition of /, at = azlq for some integer q. Hence z'q~kGGpn~'. By Lemma 2, ztQ-k = vpn~r~d"M for some »£G. Hence t>£Z and lq=k(pm). Thus k=0 (pm), a contradiction. Hence aGp", bGp" are not conjugate, as required.
In the general case the torsion subgroup T of G is finite [l, Theorem 4.5, Corollary], and we proceed by induction on the order of T. If X=l, G is torsion-free, and the theorem is already proved. Otherwise let Z be a subgroup of the centre of G of prime order p. If a, b are nonconjugate elements of G, and a, b remain nonconjugate modulo Z, the result follows at once from the inductive hypothesis. Suppose then that b is conjugate to az for some generator z of Z. Then a and az are not conjugate in G.
Suppose first that there is another prime divisor q of the order of T. Let Zi be a subgroup of the centre of G of order q. If a, az are conjugate modulo Z\, we have ax «* azzi, for some element x of G and some generator Zi of Z\, Since z, Zi lie in the centre of G, it follows at once that ax" = azq, and so if qq' +pp' = 1, ax" =az. This is impossible, and so a, az are not conjugate modulo Z\. Hence the result follows from the inductive hypothesis.
Finally, then, suppose that T is a £-group. Let e = e(G/T) be defined as in Lemma 3, let pm be the exponent of T and set n -m+e +dp(c), where c is the class of G and dp(c) is defined as in Lemma 2. If tiGXPiG*"1-*, then by Lemma 2, v = wpm for some w(EG. Hence wGX and wpm = l. Thus rnOn-' = l. Suppose that oG"", &G"n are conjugate. Then there is an element x of G such that ax=az (mod O"). Hence xGpnT lies in the centraliser of aGpnT. If XT/X is the centraliser of aT in G/T, it follows from Lemma 3 that x<EHGp"~'. Hence xEtG""-' for some tEH. Thus a*=az (mod G""-'), or [f, a] In order to avoid certain trivial solutions of the Diophantine equation x3+y3+z3 = x+y+z we initially assume x^y^O, z<0 and x¿¿ -z. All letters will indicate rational integers throughout, with the exception of k, t, M which denote rational numbers. S. L. Segal [l] has shown that if x = y then only finitely many solutions are forthcoming. Generalizing the method of Segal slightly we prove the following result: 
